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Introduction 
 

At the start of 2020 we couldn’t have planned for Covid-19 or the impact it would have on our work, music and the wider arts.  

From January to March 2020 we delivered our flagship Future Sound Live music education project, where jazz musicians provide music and 
composition workshops for young people with musical potential, who have barriers to accessing music outside of school. This project followed a 
successful pilot in 2018 with Kokoroko band at Mossbourne Community Academy in Hackney.   

In 2020 our Future Sound Live project with SEED Ensemble was led by Cassie Kinoshi, with a new cohort of students from Mossbourne Community 
Academy and in collaboration with Church of Sound.  

Following the start of the Covid-19 pandemic , we conducted a needs assessment and consultation with key stakeholders to assess how we could 
pivot our programmes to continue to support targeted young people to be able to access music education.  

As a result we launched Future Sound Digital in Autumn 2020. 

Future Sound Digital provided a series of online and accessible music education tutorials, launched on our new Instagram & YouTube channels. 
Professionally filmed tutorials were delivered by professional musicians, Oscar Jerome, Arji Manuelpillai and Sans Soucis. An enhanced programme 
including interactive sessions was delivered to targeted students at Mossbourne Community Academy in Hackney 

This report provides an evaluation of the Future Sound Live project and the Future Sound Digital project from January 2020 to December 2020. 

 It presents an overview of programme delivery, an assessment of progress towards our key aims and outcomes, some feedback on the quality of 
the delivery and recommendations for developing our programme in the future.   

The evaluation for the Future Sound Live and Future Sound Digital projects have been presented separately presently to most clearly assess the 
impact and lessons learned of each of these distinctive pilot projects.  
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The need 
 

The Covid-19 disruption in schooling has hit disadvantaged pupils hardest. The attainment gap between rich and poor students has grown by 46% in 
2020 and the education of BAME children went backwards compared with their more privileged peers from March to September 2020i. 

Students in the poorest areas are estimated to have lost six months of effective learning during lockdown one whilst just 1% of pupils in the wealthiest 
areas were affected as badly. Pupils need intensive catch-up support to make up lost ground and, as a result, creative subjects including music, drama 
and art are cast aside in favour of traditional academic subjects.  

For the most disadvantaged students, extra-curricular music education is simply not possible. Poorer families in the UK (earning less than £28,000), 
are half as likely to have a child learning an instrument than families who earn at least £48,000 (Department for Education, 2018). A reportii from 
Birmingham City University has found that social inequality in school music provision is denying children from the poorest areas of the country the 
chance to pursue musical careers. The report found that among the most deprived local authorities, including Tower Hamlets, no students were 
entered for A Level music in 2017/18.  

There is a direct correlation between students who participate in the arts, higher academic attainment and more positive later-life outcomes (Arts 
Council England). Music education has been proven to facilitate learning in other subjectsiii. Making music relies on the ability to tap into multiple skill 
sets simultaneously. It encourages participants to communicate and actively listen whilst offering a creative outlet for self-expression and to build 
confidence and self-esteem.  

Disadvantaged young people are being left further behind by not having access to the same levels of music education as their more privileged peers.  

This lack of access to music education is reflected in the lack of diversity in the UK music sector. Currently, only 17% of professional musicians are 
female and only 5% of jazz instrumentalists are female. In addition, 95% of professionals in the creative industry in London come from advantaged 
backgrounds. Those from diverse backgrounds, constitute only 23% of the workforceiv. There are a number of factors that contribute to limited diversity 
in the music sector, including: 

• Lack of music education in schools due to budget cuts, curriculum and educational focus on academic subjects 

• Little to no access to extra-curricular music education for disadvantaged young people 

• Upfront cost of instruments, technology and recording equipment 

• Family pressure to pursue more traditional jobs and ‘secure, stable income’ 

• Lack of personal networks that can provide routes to paid work 

• Distinct lack of BAME and female role models in the industry. 

The Abram Wilson Foundation aims to inspire, connect and open doors to the music industry. The Future Sound programme connects inspirational 
musicians with targeted young people to provide music education and aspirational role models with the aim of supporting young people to have an 
equal chance to realise their creative potential and being able to see the music industry as a place for them. 
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Evaluation methodology  
 
Questionnaire to young people. A survey was given to the young people to gain their feedback on whether, as a result of participating in the 

Future Sound projects, they had improved on a number of musical skills, transferable skills, wellbeing measures, their enjoyment of music and 

motivation to continue studying music and as a career. Participants were asked to assess most questions on a 4-point likert scale (much better/ a lot 

better; a bit more/ better; same as before; less than before). The survey also contained qualitative questions on what they liked and didn’t like about 

the project.  

Skill assessment questionnaire to Workshop Leaders and Teachers - Future Sound Live. Workshop Leaders and the Mossbourne Academy 

School’s Head of Music (who supervised the project) were asked to assess any change in the young people’s musical skills, transferable skills, 

social skills and whether they felt that the young people had improved their self-efficacy, as well as provide qualitative comments about any changes 

they had observed in each student. The scoring system was a 5-point likert scale. 

Music Performance Self- Efficacy Scale - Future Sound Live. This validated scalev was administered to the students on a retrospective basis. 

Students were asked to assess themselves before the project and after the project. It was administered retrospectively to reduce response-shift bias 

effect vi.  

New General Self-Efficacy Scale - Future Sound Live. This validated scalevii was administered to the students on a retrospective basis. Students 

were asked to assess themselves before the project and after the project. It was administered retrospectively to reduce response-shift bias effect.  

Process evaluation with Workshop Leaders. A feedback questionnaire was completed by all Workshop Leaders on their experience of delivering 

the Future Sound programme; what they had learnt and suggestions for the future. For Future Sound Live, a post review interview was also 

conducted with the Lead Workshop Leader by the project mentor, who provided guidance throughout the project, to the project lead.  

Interviews: Interviews where held with Workshop Leaders; Sophie Sayer the Head of Music at the school; Adam Saunders, Mentor; and 3 students 

for Future Sound Live and a focus group of 10 students for Future Sound Digital.    

Project film: A filmmaker was commissioned to produce a short film of the Future Sound Live project.  

Note: Response rates were lower than normal. Due to Covid-19 lockdowns which followed both projects unexpectedly, we were unable to 

administer the student questionnaire and the self-efficacy questionnaires in schools, as planned. These questionnaires were sent online to students. 

For Future Sound Live, this resulted in a response rate of 10/19 students, and for Future Sound Digital, 7/32 students, which was higher than 

expected due to the lack of internet access for some of these students as reported by the Head of Music at the school.  

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/228864305_Validation_of_a_New_General_Self-Efficacy_Scale
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The Future Sound Live programme 
 

Outputs 

Seven workshops, 32 hours,  delivered with 19 students including a day at professional recording studios, Premises Studios by SEED Ensemble. 
Two performances: 

o one performance by SEED Ensemble band at Mossbourne Community Academy to an audience of school students and teachers (audience 200) 
o a performance involving the students performing with SEED Ensemble band at Church of Sound including members of the general public as well as 

other students and parents (audience 200). 
The SEED Ensemble ticketed performance scheduled for 4th April 2020 was cancelled due to COVID-19/ UK lockdown announced on 23rd March 2020 

Band: SEED Ensemble 

Formed in early 2016,  SEED Ensemble is a Mercury Award nominated ten-piece band led by alto saxophonist and composer Cassie Kinoshi. Combining jazz 
with inner-city London, West African and Caribbean influenced groove, Mercury nominated SEED Ensemble explores a blend of genres through original 
compositions and improvisation.viii 

7 SEED Band members led workshops for Future Sound Live 2020 

• Cassie Kinoshi - Alto Saxophone & Composer • Chelsea Carmichael – Tenor Saxophone & Flute 

• Deschanel Gordon – Keys • Patrick Boyle- Drums  

• Rio Kai – Double Bass • Sheila Maurice-Grey – Trumpet 

• Shirley Tetteh – Guitar  
 

School: Mossbourne Community Academy 

Mossbourne Community Academy is an ‘Outstanding’-rated specialist music school. It is located in Hackney Central, London, and is in the 15% most deprived 
neighbourhoods in England. 

Performance Venue: Church of Sound 

Church of Sound, founded by Spencer Martin and Lexus Blondin in 2016, has received critical acclaim, including the 2017 Jazz FM Awards for Best Live 
Experience of the Year, as well as sell-out shows, responding to the needs of its community and repurposing a church to make excellent jazz music accessible. 

Mentor: Adam Saunders 

Facilitator, Educator and Musician –  Adam is a composer, pianist and educator. He works with many of the UK’s leading music organisations including the 
National Youth Orchestra, National Youth Jazz Orchestra and the Southbank Centre.  He teaches at Trinity Laban Conservatoire of Music and Dance 
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Future Sound Live- Improving young people’s musical skills 
 
Taking part in the Future Sound Live programme helped the young people to improve their musical skills. 

 

Young people, workshop leaders and teachers all assessed the extent to which they felt the young people’s musical skills had improved through the 

project. Scores from the three groups of assessors were combined and showed a high improvement across an array of musical skills.  

 

The greatest impact was seen in using complex 

rhythms, where 91% of students showed 

improvement; 90% improved their composition 

(writing their own music) and 90% improved their 

aural skills (playing music by ear)  

 
The scores across assessors were generally 

consistent, though young people tended to score 

themselves slightly lower than the teachers and 

workshop leaders. This was particularly seen with 

improvisation where only 30% of young people felt 

they had improved. This is likely to have been an 

area that was unfamiliar to the students at the start 

of the project and thus they may have undervalued 

their achievement; whereas the Workshop 

Leaders and their Music Teacher assessed 95% 

and 79% of the students as having improved.  

 

All, 100%, of students felt that they had improved 

on at least one musical skill.  

  

23%

17%

71%

27%

21%

81%

52%

73%

19%

60%

42%

10%

IMPROVISATION

PLAYING MUSIC BY EAR

WRITING THEIR OWN TUNES / MUSIC

PLAYING AS PART OF A GROUP

PERFORMING IN FRONT OF OTHER PEOPLE

USING COMPLEX RHYTHMS

Improvement in young people's musical skills 
as assessed by young people, school Music Teacher and Workshop Leaders

Improved a lot Improved a bit

91%

63%

TOTAL 

PERCENTAGE
IMPROVED

87%

90%

90%

75%
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“I think some of the highlights for me within 
the Future Sound project has just been 
seeing what the kids have come up with 

because, honestly, the compositions that 
they've developed are amazing. It's stuff that 

was not even in my spectrum of thought 
when I was their age musically. So that's been 

really exciting to see and quite inspiring for 
the future as well. Future Sound” 

Rio Kai, Workshop Leader/ SEED Ensemble.  

 

“The biggest impact this time has been the 
development of their songs that they've been 

working on. They have loved the opportunity to 
develop their own voice through music. And the 
way that the SEED Ensemble have worked with 
them to really let them explore those creative 

avenues has been amazing and they’ve been so 
excited to play their music. It's been amazing.” 

Sophie Sayer, Head of Music, Mossbourne Community 
Academy.  
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Future Sound Live- Improving young people’s music self-efficacy 
  
Self- efficacy is the degree to which a person believes that they can succeed in a task and overcome obstacles.  Music performance self-efficacy, 

which is a person’s belief in their ability to succeed in performing music,  has been found to be the most important predictor of achievement in music 

performanceix. 

Students were asked to complete a Music Performance Self Efficacy validated scale v and to assess themselves before the project and after the 

project. It was administered retrospectively to reduce response- shift bias effect.  

 

 80% of students showed an improvement in their Music Performance Self-Efficacy scores.   

 The average score increased  by 10% which was shown to be statistically significant.  

 

A student’s score was based on their average rating of the items, where 1 showed low self-efficacy up to 10 with the highest self-efficacy. The mean 

score for all students increased from 7.4 (SD= 0.98) to 8.2 (SD=0.93); t(9)= -3.13, p=0.01.1 

 

This was corroborated by Workshop Leaders and the Music Teacher whose combined scores assessed 95% of students as having improved their 

music performance self-efficacy (Workshop Leaders: 89%; Music Teacher: 100%; n=19)  

 

How did the Future Sound Live project increase Music Performance Self Efficacy? 

There are four major methods in which self-efficacy can increase: mastery experiences, social modelling, social persuasion and psychological 

responses.  

The Music Performance Self-Efficacy questionnaire is grouped into these four areas.    

 

Analysis of each sub area showed that the improvement in student’s scores was statistically significant for each of these sub areas in 

addition to the overall score.  

 

 
1 All data was analysed using a paired two-sample  t-Test. 
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1. Mastery Experiences 
Mastery of one’s own experiences  

Future Sound Live- Supported this through learning and practicing new musical skills, learning new music, composition and 

performance.  

 

 80% of students showed an increase in their mastery 

scores.  

 The average score increased  by 9% which was shown to 

be statistically significant.  

 

The mean score for all students increased from 7.7 (SD= 0.99) to 

8.4 (SD=1.1); t(9)= -2.68, p=0.03. 

 

2. Social Modelling/ Vicarious experiences 

Social modelling or seeing other people successfully completing 

a task can also help build your own self-efficacy, it causes you 

to believe in your abilities that much more. 

Future Sound Live- Supported through the workshop 

leaders being ‘someone like me’ and successful/ peer 

modelling within student group.  

 

 70% of students showed an increase in their social modelling scores.  

 The average score increased  by 11% which was shown 

to be statistically significant.  

 

The mean score for all students increased from 6.9 (SD= 0.95) 

to 7.7 (SD=0.77); t(9)= -2.81, p=0.02. 

 
  

“There's been lots of changes in the students. I think a lot of them 
are a bit timid in the beginning as the weeks gone on I’ve seen them 

grow in confidence in their musical ability and socially as well. It's 
great to see.” 

Deschanel Gordon, Workshop Leader/ SEED Ensemble 

 

“I have developed my skills to perform in larger groups than usual and  
my skills to improvise on the spot.” 

Future Sound participant.  

 

“Performing made me feel not only proud of myself but everyone who 
I worked with.” 

Future Sound participant.  
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3. Verbal Persuasion 

Someone complimenting you or saying something positive or encouraging can help you overcome self-doubt so that you give a task your best effort.  

Future Sound Live- Supported through facilitated peer and workshop leaders’ encouragement.  

 

 70% of students showed an increase in their verbal scores.  

 The average score increased  by 8% which was shown to be statistically significant.  

 

The mean score for all students increased from 7.8 (SD= 

1.45) to 8.4 (SD=1.02); t(9)= -3.07, p=0.01. 

 
 
4. Physiological state/ Psychological Responses 

Our moods, emotions and physical reactions and even our 

level of stress can affect how we feel about our ability to 

succeed.  

Future Sound Live -Supported students through the 

stress/ nervousness of the performance. 

 

 80% of students showed an increase in their 

physiological state scores.  

 The average score increased  by 12% which was 

shown to be statistically significant.  

 

The mean score for all students increased from 7.1 (SD= 

1.55) to 8.0 (SD=1.48); t(9)= -3.15, p=0.01.  

 
 
 
 

  

80%

70%

70%

80%

80%

PHYSIOLOGICAL STATE

VERBAL 

SOCIAL MODELLING

MASTERY

ALL CATEGORIES

Percentage of students who improved their Music Performance Self Efficacy, and 

average percentage increase in scores, by all categories and sub categories
PERCENTAGE 

INCREASE IN 
SCORES

10%

9%

11%

8%

12%
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Future Sound Live- Inspiring young people to achieve their potential through 
music 
 

A key aim of the Future Sound Live project is to inspire young people to pursue music in the future, and to increase their enjoyment of music.  

 

Increased enjoyment of music 
In addition to learning new music and composing, workshops also included exposure and review of a range of different music where students and 

workshop leaders discussed the different elements and musical components of each piece.  

 

 At the end of the project 60% of the young people said that they enjoyed listening to music more, and 60%  also said 

they enjoyed playing an instrument or singing more. 

 

Increased likelihood to pursue music in the 
future  
Students were asked to what extent the Future 

Sound Live project influenced their likelihood of 

continuing music in the future.  

 

When asked to what degree the project influenced 

their decision to take music GCSE or A level, 70% 

said it had influenced them.  

90% said it had influenced their likelihood to 

continue playing music in the future and 100% said 

it influenced their likelihood to consider a career in 

the music industry. 

 

 
 
 

50%

50%

40%

50%

40%

30%

TO WHAT EXTENT HAS THIS PROJECT INFLUENCED YOUR 
LIKELIHOOD TO CONSIDER A CAREER IN THE MUSIC INDUSTRY?

TO WHAT EXTENT HAS THIS PROJECT INFLUENCED YOUR 
LIKELIHOOD TO CONTINUE PLAYING MUSIC IN THE FUTURE?

TO WHAT EXTENT HAS THIS PROJECT INFLUENCED YOUR 
DECISION TO TAKE MUSIC GCSE OR A LEVEL?

Students perceptions of the extent to which the Future Sound project influenced 
their likelihood of continuing music in the future. 

To a large or a moderate extent To some or a small extent

TOTAL 
PERCENTAGE

100%

90%

70% 
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Workshop Leaders as inspirational role models  
The qualitative evaluation provided insight to the reasons as to why the Future Sound Live project had such a large influence on the student’s 

likelihood to pursue music which revealed that the Workshop Leaders provided real life examples to the students as to how they accessed the music 

industry and the viability of music as a career. All groups of stakeholders commented on this.  

 

“Impact wise I think the workshops have allowed the students to learn what it is to be a professional level musician and 
composer… it's great that we can go into the school and introduce kids to stuff like this, but also from a practical point of 
view. So speaking about our career journeys to the kids they had a lot of questions about how did we get to this point, or 

what is it like, or how can you make money from this? So a lot of those which you think would be taught at school and 
also conservatoire level  were not necessarily covered. So having that conversation with the students was really helpful.” 

Cassie Kinoshi, Workshop Leader/SEED Ensemble 

 

“The impact of this I feel in a very big way for many of the students is they weren't really aware that this was like a viable 
thing that they could do as a career or something for the lives. You're not really exposed to this until you have someone 

like professionals come in to show them how they could do it themselves.” 

Patrick Boyle, Workshop Leader/SEED Ensemble 

“I learnt about places that I can go to meet other 
people who want to be musicians” 

Future Sound Live participant 

“Meeting and getting to know SEED ensemble 
and their journeys and how music has changed 

their lives.” 

Future Sound Live participant.  
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Access to professional spaces 
Future Sound Live also provided the opportunity for students to experience the life of a professional musician by spending a day at Premises 

Studios, composing their own music and performing at an award-winning jazz performance venue, Church of Sound.  
 

“The thing that's been, I think really inspiring for them actually is kind of the idea that they have a gig at the end of this and 
it's a proper gig and that's what we're working towards as opposed to just kind of like a school assembly. Like those 

things are really important too. But I think coming to Premises as well for them to see what a professional rehearsal space 
looks like, and then later on when they go to Church of Sound to see what a professional gig space looks like, I think that'll 
have a huge impact for them. It's just like taking it out of school and making it look like this is a real thing. It's part of real 

life and it's a real career as opposed to just something that I do as a hobby. When you bring them into these spaces 
they’re like, wow, actually this is real. This is a career opportunity and they can take this seriously. It's giving them 

permission to take it seriously. “ 

Chelsea Carmichael, Workshop Leader/SEED Ensemble 
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Future Sound Live- Improving young people’s transferable skills  
 
The Future Sound Live project also improved the transferable skills of the young people who took part. 

 

As with musical skills, the young people, workshop leaders and teachers all assessed the extent to which they felt the young people’s transferable 

skills had improved through the project. Scores from the three groups of assessors were combined and showed that  

 

 Creativity improved in 88% of participants 

 Communication skills improved in 85% of participants 

 Teamwork skills improved in 94% of participants 

 

The table below shows the breakdown of figures for different assessors. Similarly to musical skills, young people generally allocated lower scores 

that the other assessors particularly for communication at 50%, although teamwork which involves communicating effectively was scored much 

higher at 80%.  

 

Table1-  Percentage of young people that increased their creativity; communication skills and teamwork skills by assessor 

Assessor Creativity Communication Teamwork 

Young people 60% 50% 80% 

Workshop 
leader 

89% 95% 100% 

Teacher 100% 95% 95% 

Total 88% 85% 94% 

 
 
Students fed back that they particularly enjoyed collaborating in small groups to develop their compositions.   

“[I most enjoyed] creating the songs in our own smaller groups.” 
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Workshop Leaders commented on the process they observed the students make to develop these skills.  
 

“I think over time the students just in 
general relaxed and because they were so 

relaxed, they were able to put more of 
themselves into the creative process. And 
not feel afraid of getting things in inverted 
commas “wrong” which I think was great.“ 

Cassie Kinoshi, Workshop Leader/SEED 
Ensemble 

 

“From when we first started the project they seem a 
lot more confident, willing to express ideas and share 
opinions on things and actually like a certain level of 
compromise that they've developed as well, where 

they might have slightly contrasting ideas but they're 
willing to work to put them together and make them 

work within a given setting. So that's been really 
exciting to see.” 

Rio Kai, Workshop Leader/ SEED Ensemble 
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Future Sound Live- Improving young people’s general self-efficacy. 
 
In addition to music performance self-efficacy, which is domain specific, the Future Sound Live project also increased general self-efficacy . General 

self-efficacy, a ‘can do’ belief that one can succeed in a task and overcome obstacles, is transferable across different aspects of a person’s life. 

There are a wealth of studies showing the benefits of general self-efficacy, including better academic performance, commitment to remain in school, 

better health, life satisfaction, job performance and satisfaction, as well as being a protection factor against depression and anxiety. x,xi,xii,xiii 

 

Students were asked to complete the New General Self-Efficacy Scale vii and to assess themselves before the project and after the project. It was 

administered retrospectively to reduce response-bias effect.  

 

 70% of students showed an increase in their General Self -Efficacy scores.   

 The average score increased  by 10% which was shown to be statistically significant. 

 

 

A student’s score was based on their average rating of the 

items, where 1 showed low self-efficacy up to 5 with the 

highest self-efficacy. The mean score for all students 

increased from 3.7 (SD= 0.67) to 4.1 (SD=0.62); t(9)=-2.69, 

p=0.02. Data was analysed using a paired two-sample  t-

Test. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
  

 

70%
GENERAL SELF 

EFFICACY

Percentage of students who improved their General Self Efficacy 
scores and  average percentage increase in scores AVERAGE 

PERCENTAGE 

INCREASE IN 

SCORES

10% 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/228864305_Validation_of_a_New_General_Self-Efficacy_Scale
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Future Sound Live- Improving young people’s wellbeing. 
 
The Future Sound Live project improved young 
people’s wellbeing and social inclusion.  
 

81% of young people’s confidence increased during 

the project, as assessed by the young people, 
Workshop Leaders and the school Music Teacher.  
 
 
Young people also reported positive social outcomes 
where 60% of young people felt that they had more 
friends, 50% felt more positive about life generally 
and 40% felt happier at school. 
 
 
Workshop leaders and the Music Teacher 

corroborated this as they felt that 47% of the 

student’s social skills had improved.  
 
 
Workshop Leaders felt that although confidence had 

improved for most of the students, one challenge 

was knowing how to develop it in the most timid students, and making sure that those with less confidence get their voices heard. When asked what 

would help them participant more in music, two students suggested that if they were more confident they would participate in music more. This 

highlights the importance of the key role in developing confidence in students to support their increased participation in music and other activities.  

  
  

“I think one thing that's been really good with this project is that we've really 
encouraged is belief in self and belief in being able to do something and share ideas 
and also respect other people's ideas as well. I think that's kind of where we've seen 

the most progress, is in terms of confidence.” 

Chelsea Carmichael, Workshop Leader/ SEED Ensemble. 

 

“[I most enjoyed] meeting new people.” 
 

“I got closer with a lot of the year 10 kids making me feel more comfortable” 

 

“It's been really interesting to see them in different contexts because they of course 
are three different year groups. So it's been interesting to see them work together I 

haven't seen that before.” 

Sophie Sayer, Head of Music, Mossbourne Community Academy 
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Future Sound Live- Workshop Leader development 
 

71% (5 out of the 7) Workshop Leaders reported in their feedback questionnaire that they improved on at least one key skill needed to deliver 

workshops. A breakdown of these different measures is the table  below.  

 

In the interviews which took place with the Workshop Leaders who had delivered all of the sessions, 5 out of 6 workshop leaders, (83%), identified 

areas that they felt they had improved in and the other experienced Workshop Leader valued the extra experience teaching young people. The main 

skills identified were group/ classroom management, identified by 5 out of the 6 Workshop Leaders; half of the interviewees described planning skills 

they had learnt, 2 out of 6 identified teamwork and learning from other workshop leaders,  one talked about particular teaching techniques that she 

had learnt and another talked about his increased confidence delivering workshops. 

 

Table 2-  The percentage of Workshop Leaders that felt that they had improved on key skills needed to deliver workshops, n=7 
 

Adapting my ideas 

to fit the group 

Explaining 

activities to a 

group 

Teaching new skills in fun 

and imaginative ways 

Keeping order 

in a room 

Time 

management 

Leading a workshop or 

an activity in a workshop 

More than before 57%  43%  43% 43% 29% 43% 

No change 43% 57% 57% 57% 71% 57% 

 

“Doing the Future Sound project I have learnt how to lead workshops more confidently. It's something I've never really 
done before.” 

 

“I think one thing I would definitely take away is how to structure workshops in a way which is efficient and dedicate roles 
and interact with students in a certain way. So I do a lot of educational work anyway, but I think in particular, this series 

having a lot of the planning meetings that we did and debriefs that we have had really helps me understand effective ways 
to structure workshops” 

 

“Learning what is the best way to interact with students who get a little too comfortable and begin to disrupt the 
classroom by not listening. As a workshop leader, you're both a teacher but also an outsider to the system meaning that 
whilst they respect you, students also are a little more colloquial around you. The experience taught me ways to handle 
the situation which still meant I had the students respect/they engaged and listened, but that the workshop was a safe-

space away from "normal school" where they could relax and express themselves a little more.” 

.   
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Future Sound Live film 
 
A short film was commissioned to document the project and the final performance.  
 

 
Filming and editing: Remy Archer 

 
Future Sound Live film link: abramwilson.com/futuresoundfilm 
 
 
 

  

http://abramwilson.com/futuresoundfilm
http://abramwilson.com/futuresoundfilm
http://abramwilson.com/futuresoundfilm
https://bit.ly/3dWnUXX
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Future Sound Live- Programme delivery 
 

Feedback on their experience of the project from the young people taking part, the Workshop Leaders delivering the project, and the Music Teacher 
at the school was extremely positive. 
 

“I think everything was perfect, well planned and everything” 
“I enjoyed everything during the project, therefore there was nothing that could be improved.” 

Future Sound Live participants 
 

“Overall, I found being a part of the series a very fulfilling experience in regards to seeing the students develop over time, 
interacting with the students and sharing SEED Ensemble's music. The final performance was wonderful to be a part of 

and I am really happy to have been able to deliver the workshops.” 
Cassie Kinshoi, Workshop Leader/ SEED Ensemble 

 
“I think we achieved what we set out to achieve with the students, 

 I feel like all students felt proud of the performance and the work they produced.” 
Chelsea Carmichael, Workshop Leader/ SEED Ensemble 

 
“It's been great. I've had a chance to go back to my old school and just meet all these new students and just have fun, 

teach them new things.” 
Deschanel Gordon, Workshop Leader/ SEED Ensemble 

 
“Future Sound is just an amazing opportunity. It provides kind of this extracurricular provision that is just not possible in 
schools. And this amazing opportunity to work with professional musicians, young professional musicians who are really 

exciting and really inspirational. And there's just nothing like it otherwise.” 
Sophie Sayer, Head of Music, Mossbourne Community Academy.  
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Key Success Factors 
The qualitative analysis, based on interviews and feedback forms from the young people, Workshop Leaders, Music Teacher and Mentor revealed a 

number of key factors that they felt made the project successful. 

 

Workshop Leaders as relatable and inspirational mentors 
Similar to the pilot Future Sound Live project in 2018, one of the key factors identified was the inspirational and aspirational value of the band 

themselves, who were relatable to the students with similar backgrounds and age and demonstrated the viability of music as a career. One of the 

successful band members, who was a recent alumnus of the same school, particularly exacerbated this factor in the project.  

 

This was identified by the Music Teacher and the mentor as a key factor.  

 

“I think the biggest thing that's made this 
project work has been the band 

themselves, SEED Ensemble. They’ve been 
amazing. As I said, they've been 

inspirational, they’ve really helped, they 
related to the children on a different level 
that we can as teachers. And I think that 

that's brought out different creativity, 
different musicianship “ 

Sophie Sayer, Head of Music, Mossbourne 
Community Academy 

“The highlights have just been seeing the 
children engaged with these professional 

musicians and particularly people like 
Deschanel who actually went to 

Mossbourne. It's so relatable for them to 
see someone who's now at the top of his 
game musically and know that he went to 

the school that they went to.” 

        Adam Saunders, Project Mentor. 
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Motivation of the students  
Over half of the Workshop Leaders independently commented on the enthusiasm, and motivation of the students and how open they were to 

learning something new.  

“When I heard the band and I was like, wow, they're really 
good. But yeah, I'm just excited to explore this type of 

music “ 
Future Sound Live participant.  

“They’re all looking to learn and grow and share amongst 
themselves. It's has all the makings of like a burgeoning 
community. It's been really great seeing everyone's so 

willing to bring their own influences to the project.” 
Patrick Boyle, Workshop Leader/ SEED. 

“It's great because we've got such a great bunch of kids 
who are really up for it and really up for playing.” 

Chelsea Carmichael, Workshop Leader/ SEED. 

 
 
Supportive music department 
A few of the  Workshop Leaders also particularly identified the support of the Music department at the school to be key to the successful delivery of 

the project. This was corroborated by AWF programme staff.  

 

“It’ s been really good to go into a music department that has such a supportive infrastructure and development.” 
Cassie Kinoshi, Workshop Leader/ SEED Ensemble.  
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Future Sound Live- Suggestions for the future 
 

Planning 

Suggestions for improvement included splitting the planning day into two shorter sessions and having the mentor present for the planning and 

feedback sessions. One challenge identified by one Workshop Leader was knowing how much material to teach to not overwhelm the students.  

 

Delivery 

Weekly sessions worked well although there was one gap of nearly three weeks in-between two sessions due to the bands prior commitments 

which made it difficult for the students to remember their work. More time to set up before students arrived for the workshops and scheduling 

interviews for a time that didn’t interrupt the flow of the project was also suggested. The only comment on delivery from a student was that they felt 

the icebreaker game wasted time.  

 

Evaluation 

Some of the Workshop Leaders found assessing progress of the students difficult due to not knowing the students prior to the project. One 

Workshop Leader commented that the focus on improvement didn’t allow a student who displayed consistent ability throughout the workshop to 

have a positive score.  

 

More time/ regular provision 

The main suggestion from students when asked what would help them take part in more music was for more workshops and more time, with two 

specifically mentioning performances and one suggesting set ensembles who worked together throughout the year.   

 

Two Workshop Leaders suggested that they would like to see Future Sound Live develop into a regular group with one suggestion for more time 

outside of school. The Music Teacher also suggested a regular group, with the Workshop Leaders returning periodically  

 

‘Having it more regularly perhaps would be a really exciting thing so they could build or having the same people come 
back and do it again, like in six months time or every year or something like that would be a really interesting way to kind 

of develop their musicianship.’ 
Sophie Sayer, Head of Music, Mossbourne Community Academy.  
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Develop Future Sound into a recording project  
A suggestion from two of the Workshop Leaders was to develop Future Sound Live into a recording project. 
 

“I think some of the compositions that the kids have come up with, having them recorded so that they can take that away 
for themselves and listen to  remind themselves of what they've done would be really, really great. It's always good to 

have reference even a professional level. And I think for them it would be wonderful to have studio experience. “ 
Cassie Kinoshi, Workshop Leader/ SEED Ensemble.  

 
More support as to how to get into music as a career  
Two students suggested that they would like more support and information about how to get into the music industry. Expanding this part of the 
programme was also suggested by one Workshop Leader.  
 

Genre 

Two students felt that they would prefer more choice in genre.  
 

Expansion of the Future Sound Live project  
All of the Workshop Leaders independently suggested that 
the Future Sound Live project should expand to different 
schools. 4 out of 6 specifically said they thought it should 
prioritise schools that currently have low music provision and 
two of those suggested developing the project outside of 
London. The mentor, Adam Saunders, also specifically 
suggested expansion into different schools across the UK.  
 

Further training for Workshop Leaders 
Three Workshop Leaders suggested training in teaching skills 
and classroom management; one suggested special needs 
training and another suggested extra training in safeguarding 
just before the workshops start.  
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The Future Sound Digital programme 

 
  

Outputs 

13 music video tutorials were produced, professionally filmed and edited by Studio Laurelle in partnership with Spitfire Audio Studios.  

 

The tutorials give tips, insights and advice on lyric-writing, composition and self expression through music. Plus they offer inspiration for young people 

who aspire to connect with a career in the music industry.  

90 minutes total of content was produced including a 1-minute trailer and 3 x 15sec Instagram trailers that were used to promote the project on social 

media channels.  

 

New social media channels were developed on platforms that we knew young people  already use to post the content; Instagram and YouTube. Tutorials 

were uploaded onto these channels with accompanying resources available on our website. 

https://www.youtube.com/user/stellarby 
https://www.instagram.com/abramwilsonfoundation/ 
https://abramwilson.com/future-sound-digital/ 

The Musicians  

Three young and culturally relevant musicians and artists were commissioned to plan and create the music tutorials 

• Oscar Jerome https://www.oscarjerome.com 

• Arji  Manuelpillai https://www.arji.org  

• Sans Soucis https://sanssoucismusic.com 

 

 

Mentor: Adam Saunders 

Facilitator, Educator and Musician –  Adam is a composer, pianist and educator. He works with many of the UK’s leading music organisations including 
the National Youth Orchestra, National Youth Jazz Orchestra and the Southbank Centre. He teaches at Trinity Laban Conservatoire of Music and Dance. 

Enhanced programme at Mossbourne Community Academy 

Future Sound Digital had a soft launch at the end of October 2020 for 32 targeted Year 9 and 10 students at Mossbourne Community Academy in 
Hackney. This included an enhanced programme where musicians delivered 5 extra interactive sessions, via Zoom. Mossbourne Community Academy is 
an ‘Outstanding’-rated specialist music school. It is located in Hackney Central, London, and is in the 15% most deprived neighbourhoods in England. 

https://www.youtube.com/user/stellarby
https://www.instagram.com/abramwilsonfoundation/
https://abramwilson.com/future-sound-digital/
https://www.oscarjerome.com/
https://www.arji.org/
https://sanssoucismusic.com/
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Future Sound Digital- Outcomes Summary 
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Future Sound Digital- Improving young people’s musical skills  

 
Taking part in the Future Sound Digital programme helped the young people to improve their musical skills. 

86% of participants in the focus group and those completing the post project questionnaire felt that their knowledge and skills in creating music or 

lyrics increased. 

Students commented on what they found useful.  

One student commented that normally they found lyric writing difficult, but they found the tutorials  useful to help them as they learnt  that ‘it’s such 
a creative and personal experience’. 

 

 

 
  

N.B. Evaluation data was collected from young people completing the post project questionnaire (n=7) and those participating in a focus group 
(n=10). The musical skills question was asked of both groups (n=17); all other answers are based on the post project questionnaire (n=7) 

 

“I liked the technical side of some of the videos” 
Project participant 

 
“I have learnt that when making music you 

shouldn’t come up with anything too complicated 
first. Instead start really basic and build your way 

up, that way it is easier to write lyrics.” 
Project participant 

 
“An inspirational set of videos from professional 

musicians in the business, tailored to help 
students start their own journeys of song 

writing.” 
Sophie Sayer, Head of Music, MCA. 
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Future Sound Digital- Improving young people’s creativity and wellbeing. 
 

The theme of the tutorials was ‘self-expression’ through music, based on feedback from the needs assessment of young people’s interests and with 
a focus on wellbeing, particularly through the Covid pandemic.  

86% of participants completing the post project questionnaire felt the project  helped them to develop their ability to create something new.  

“I enjoyed the creativity” 
Project participant 

Over half of questionnaire respondents (57%) 
increased their ability to express themselves 
through music.  

47% felt more confident in themselves after taking 

part in the project.  

“I learnt how to express myself in music” 
Project participant 

 
“That my experiences in life can help inspire 

lyrics” 
Project participant 

 
“I think they gained confidence to be themselves 

and to spend time working out what they 
like/feel inspired by” 

Sophie Sayer, Head of Music, MCA. 
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Future Sound Digital- Inspiring young people to achieve their potential through 
music 
 

The project included three backstory videos from musicians on their music career, including how they accessed music as a career, with the aim of 
inspiring young people to see music as a viable career for them. Pathways into music careers were also discussed in the interactive live sessions.  

Over half of participants who completed the post project questionnaire (57%) reported that they learnt something new about how to get into music 

as a career  

57% also said that they were more likely  to consider a career in the music industry with 47% of these saying that the project had influenced them 

‘a lot’.  

86% of respondents said that they enjoyed creating music 

or lyrics more than before they participated in the project  

“They were helpful for understanding how real-life 
musicians live, and helped me to understand music as 
a career a bit more.” 
Project participant 
 
“Generally how the lives of musicians are like, what 
they had to do, and how to write music.” 
Project participant 
 
“Cool as they were in our area and they are established 
musicians now” 
Project participant 
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Future Sound Digital- Accessibility and reach 
 

The premise of the Future Sound Digital project was to create music tutorials that were accessible to young people.  
As our need’s assessment had identified that many young people did not have computers or Wi-Fi at home, the tutorials were designed to be short 
and so accessible on a data package on a mobile phone. We also ensured they were on social media platforms that young people already use.  
They were also designed to be engaging and so to inspire young people to create music or lyrics. 
 

Public reach 
The Future Sound Digital content was released publicly at the beginning of December 2020 . 
Between 1 December 2020- 8 March 2021  there were 
 

• Over 8000 unique views of the Future Sound Digital content  

• 315 hours of video watched in total 

At Mossbourne Community Academy 
65% of questionnaire and focus group respondents (n=11/17)  at the school developed music and/or lyrics as a result of watching the Future Sound 

Digital tutorials.  
 
The questionnaire showed a higher rate of students developing music or lyrics at 86% whereas the focus group showed 50%. This may be due to 
timing where students created music and/or lyrics later. The focus group was held the week following the last interactive session, at which point 50% 
of respondents had watched the tutorials at home, whereas the questionnaire responses ranged across the following 2 months. This is supported by 
the Head of Music’s feedback that that they would have preferred less videos or a longer timescale to watch them, as the schedule of watching two 
tutorials a week with associated tasks was too time intensive for the students and that they hadn’t had time to watch and action them all.   
 
A comment was made in the focus group that they liked being able to go back and watch the tutorials again,  and half of them said that they would 
watch them at home in the future when they wanted to compose some music.  
 

“I liked how each tutorial was easy to understand.” 
Project participant 
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Future Sound Digital- Programme delivery 
 

Feedback on their experience of the project from the young people taking part, the Workshop Leaders delivering the project, and the Music Teacher 
at the school was very positive. 
 
The feedback from the young people in the focus group was that it was “all amazing” and only one person in the questionnaires commented that 
they didn’t learn anything. The Head of Music fed back that the content was great and the students really liked it. She commented that the older 
students were the most engaged, in particular with Oscar’s videos which gave them tangible, musical pathways to imitate/follow. 
 
Musicians all completed a post project questionnaire. They reported that their experience of delivering the project  was either very or quite positive.  

 
“I enjoyed the work! Just getting a decent job which I can get my teeth into has been good. It feels like most of the projects have dried up 

recently. I liked the filming day a lot and appreciated the attention to detail and the listening that Lucy and Jennie have...” 
 

“I was really happy to be part of this project and am definitely interested in doing more things like this. Obviously it came with a lot of 
limitations due to Covid but in the end I think the results were really good. “ 

 
“I thoroughly enjoyed creating this course, most especially because it positively challenged me to unlock and share my creative process 
with a community of people that one day could be in my position today. It was certainly an empowering experience and it was lovely to 
connect with great artists and creatives from London. I feel part of a community and that's probably one of the most rewarding feelings, 

given that I am not originally from London.” 
 

Planning and content 
As this was the first time we had run this type of project, the musicians helped to co-design the frame the remit and scope of the project. Group 
planning meetings were held and each musician had sessions with the Music Consultant to help develop their tutorial plans. 
The workshop leaders fed back that sessions with the Music Consultant was very useful with different Workshop Leaders using different number of 
support sessions.  
 

“I loved working with Adam. He's so encouraging and I felt like he was 100% backing my ideas, providing the right amount of structure 
and constructive criticism. 10/10” 

 

Filming and editing  
Musicians gave positive experience comments from the filming day and about the filming crew and that they were respectful in the musicians 
houses while filming the backstories.  
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“I loved the filming day so much. Loved hanging out with Jennie... I miss that vibe so much. It was lovely to be with a team.” 
 

Interactive zoom sessions 
The objective of the zoom sessions was to provide an opportunity for the students to ask questions about the tutorials as well as ask any relevant 
questions to the musicians about their careers or their music processes. One constraint was time; it was scheduled for a break time but this wasn’t 
sufficient. Students took a while to think of questions and then there wasn’t enough time to answer them all. The students hadn’t all had time to 
complete the tasks associated with the tutorials. Most of the students interests and questions focused around careers and particularly the path that 
the musicians had taken. Some technical questions were also asked around composition of music.  
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Future Sound Digital- Suggestions for the future 
 

Planning and content  

• Themes for future tutorials:  

o Clear theme: One Workshop Leader felt that the remit at the beginning of the project was quite vague and that greater clarity on this 

might have improved the content. The Head of Music also suggested that a clear overall theme for the whole series would be useful 

for the students to follow.  

o Subjects: In the post project focus group, students made some technical suggestions about what could be included in future tutorials: 

Chord; progressions; how to fit lyrics, melody and band/instruments together to create a song and notation.  Students also commented 

that they would like to see the musicians playing instruments or doing a mini performance 

o Task focused: One suggestion was to have a greater focus on the task and what they needed to do rather than the musicians process.  

• Continual consultation: Consult with school partner(s) to ensure the content is added value.  

• Support: Sessions with the Music Consultant were valuable to the musicians; ensure this support is available in future.  

 

Filming and editing 
• Longer timescales: The time that the filmmakers required for editing was also underestimated so longer timescales are needed for the future.  

• More time to film: Suggestions for improvement on the filming day itself were for more time. 

• Resolution: One suggestion from a musician was for more light at filming to get better resolution.  

• Filmmakers with music experience: One musician commented that there was a focus on making the tutorials like an editorial piece rather 

than an educational tool and that it would have been better if the film team had more input from a musically minded person also and ensuring 

the graphics were consistent with the messages being taught. Incorporating a musically experienced filmmaking team and earlier 

communication about the objective of the project is recommended. 

• Sound: Ensure a sound engineer is incorporated into the filming team at an earlier stage.  

 

Delivery in school 

• Timescales: Reduce number of tutorials per term and/or expand the timetable for the school to go through the sessions. Consult with school 

partners to identify a longer time slot for interactive sessions.  
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Conclusions and recommendations. 
 

Overall results - The results of the Future Sound Live evaluation show strong performance results across all of the outcomes measured of 

musical skills, transferable skills, self- efficacy and wellbeing. The project particularly developed composition skills, creativity, teamwork skills and 
confidence and showed an in-depth impact. Future Sound Digital Project demonstrated a good impact in the areas measured, in musical skills, 
creativity and well-being; it was also shown to be accessible and to provide a wider reach with over 8000 views of the tutorials in just over 3 months. 
It is recommended that both projects are continued, ensuring key success factors and lessons learned are incorporated.  

Self-efficacy - Self-efficacy has been shown elsewhere to have a wealth of positive outcomes and music performance self-efficacy has been 

shown to be the most important predictor for achievement in music performance. The self-efficacy results in the Future Sound Live evaluation were 
particularly interesting, as the music performance self-efficacy results and the general self-efficacy results, using validated questionnaires, showed 
improvements with statistically significant improvements. Furthermore, all of the sub-components that constitute music performance self-efficacy 
were also significant, suggesting that the Future Sound Live project developed mastery experiences, peer modelling, verbal persuasion and 
physiological responses in this domain.  

Music as a career - The results also showed that both Future Sound projects had a great impact on the young people’s likelihood to continue to 

play music and to consider a future career in music. Future Sound Live had a stronger influence on this compared to Future Sound Digital, but both 
showed well over half the participants being more likely  to consider a career in the music industry.  This is likely to have been due to the influence 
of the musicians themselves as a relatable and inspirational mentors, showing the young people that music was a viable career. This was also 
supported by taking the young people into the professional spaces of recording studios and a professional gig. 

Workshop Leader development - The majority of Workshop Leaders developed their skills to plan and deliver workshops, supporting them with 

this in future roles.  

Process evaluation- A high overall level of satisfaction with the project delivery was shown from all stakeholders.  

Evaluation methodology-   
• The methods for evaluation enabled the outcomes to be measured effectively.  

• Both projects were immediately followed by a UK lockdown and so questionnaires had to be administered online which reduced the 

anticipated response rate.  

• Interviews for Future Sound Live were also used to create a promotional film which may have created a positive bias in responses. This was 

triangulated with other methodology to balance this potential effect but, in future, interviews/focus groups with the sole purpose of evaluation 

would enable this potential bias to be reduced; this was adopted for the Future Sound Digital project later in the year.  
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• Questionnaires asking students to rate themselves before and after the programme were purposefully administered retrospectively to remove 

the response-shift bias effect; although inevitably this may have also created participant bias (where the respondent responds to achieve a 

result they think will be favourable). Post project focus groups with Future Sound Live students were planned but were unable to go ahead 

due to Covid-19 lockdown which are recommended for the future to gain more in-depth information from a larger number of students, again 

implemented for Future Sound Digital   

• Some Workshop Leaders in Future Sound Live found it difficult to assess progress for students as they didn’t know them well beforehand and 

also found it was restrictive for assessing students who produced consistent high-quality input. This will be considered for future projects. 

 

Suggestions for future development of the Future Sound programme – For Future Sound Live, recommendations include the 

development of a recording project, more regular provision and expansion into different schools particularly where there is a low level of music 
provision. The key success factors identified in this project should be included if possible, particularly relatable and inspirational role models; access 
to professional spaces; highly motivated and talented students with barriers to participating in activities outside of school and a supportive music 
department. The Future Sound Digital inaugural project was able to reach thousands of young people and should continue to develop to reach many 
more young people across the UK with inspirational and aspirational content, and could provide a point for other schools and organisations to 
access the live project or different digital programmes within the Future Sound programme.  
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